Grinding Machine Equipment List

**CNC GRINDING**

- Walter Vision
- Walter Erosion Machine
- (4) WALTER GRINDER CNC - 5 AXIS
- HELITRONIC TOOLCHECK
- **VIRTUAL GRINDING - ABLE TO PROGRAM SPECIAL FORM TOOLS ON COMPUTER TO MINIMIZE ANY MISTAKES WITHOUT TAKING TIME AWAY FROM MACHINE RUN TIME**
- ANCA RX7
- TRU-TECH GRINDER 3 AXIS TT8500
- **CNC Grinder for tight tolerance O.D. grinding on tooling**

**INSERT GRINDING**

- EWAG RS12 INSERT GRINDER

**CINTI MONOSET**

- (3) CINTI MONOSET
- CINTI MONOSET WITH COMPARATOR

**CUTTER GRINDERS**

- (5) CINTI #2 TOOL AND CUTTER GRINDERS
- CINTI #1 ID2T1J/539 POPE EXTENDED CINCY TOOL & CUTTER GRINDER
- CINTI #2 ID2T1M-43 POPE SPINDER CINCY TOOL & CUTTER GRINDER
- CINTI #2 ID2T5D-286 TOOL & CUTTER GRINDER
- CINTI #2 ID2T1J-77 POPE SPINNER TOOL & Cutter GRINDER
- CINTI #2 ID2T1T-175 POPE SPINNER TOOL & CUTTER GRINDER

**DRILL GRINDER**

- RUSH 250C DRILL GRINDER W/ ENCLOSED CABINET
- MOHAWK DRILL GRINDER MODEL 330 (1/2 - 3")
- OPTIMA WINSLOW HC EXACTAMATIC
- WINSLOW HC EXACTAMATIC

**FORM RELIEVING FIXTURE**

- (2) HYBCO MODEL 2100 SB - STEP DRILLS - TAPS
- DEVLEIG MICROPOINT
- GUNDRILL FIXTURE

**INSPECTION**

- PARLEC 2011 SERIES 1800 TOOL SETTER
- MITUTOYO 14" EDGE FINDER-TOUCH POINT CHECKING
- STARETT 14" HB400
- ZOLLER GENIUS

**LASER MARKING**

- BEAMER MODEL FB22 LASER MARKING SYSTEM

**MISCELLANEOUS**

- INGERSOLL RAND T30 AIR COMPRESSOR MODEL 2420N5
- HAIMER BALANCING MACHINE